
License Statistics v5.3 Release Notes
 License Statistics version 5.3 includes the enhancements and fixes detailed below. Most of these improvements were made in response to customer 

.  feedback For more information on how we incorporate customer feedback into our development process, see  .Customer-driven development For 
information about activating your License Statistics license, see  or Activating a License Statistics license on Windows using License Activator Activating a 

.License Statistics license online

Enhancements

License Statistics v5.3 includes the following enhancements.

Issue# Description

LICSTAT-10252 Made improvements to the BETA License Manager realtime parser.

LICSTAT-9941 Added ability to specify vendor daemon name for OLicense server in the Realtime License Servers page.

LICSTAT-9888 Enabled adding the   chart to the License Statistics Dashboard.Utilization History

LICSTAT-9876 Implemented support for Borrows for TASKING License Manager (TLM).

LICSTAT-9834 Added ability to add the Feature Usage graph to the Dashboard.

LICSTAT-9833 Enabled adding the  grid to the Dashboard.Current Feature Usage

LICSTAT-9778 Added ability to add the Feature Utilization grid in the Utilization History report to the Dashboard.

LICSTAT-9745 Enhanced database management by adding UI preferences to the Database Management page.

LICSTAT-9673 Made enhancements to license servers visibility under user preferences.

LICSTAT-9629 Made improvements to the  Current Feature Usage report.

LICSTAT-9421 Implemented support in the German language for Dassault license server.

LICSTAT-9144 Added support for IPv6 addresses for Dassault realtime parser.

LICSTAT-9098 Added support for Borrows for Dassault license server.

LICSTAT-9059 Enhanced performance for Dassault realtime parser.

Fixes

License Statistics v5.3 includes the following fixes.

Issue# Description

LICSTAT-10080 Fixed a problem with mysql not stopping during License Statistics restart.

LICSTAT-10028 Fixed a problem which resulted in License Statistics' inability to properly read all XML outputs of OLicense server.

LICSTAT-10027 Added support for previously unsupported date format for Dassault realtime parser.

LICSTAT-9575 Eliminated an issue with Sentinel RMS license server failing during verification.
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